IMPORTANT PRODUCT NOTICE

REVISION 1  Date: January 17, 2020

Dear Valued Eaton Customer,

This advisory affects all Form 6 recloser controls and Idea™ relays manufactured before January 1, 2020.

Issue Description:
Controls and relays running all versions of firmware have been found to potentially enter a non-standard state after the clock has transitioned from year 2019 to year 2020. The non-standard state will occur the first time one of the following is completed on a control that has transitioned from 2019 to 2020:

1. The control/relay is power cycled (rebooted) manually.
2. The control/relay reboots after a setting is changed from the front panel HMI menu structure, as is standard behavior. Changing a setting through one of the nine front panel option buttons (Found in the bottom right of the front panel) will not cause the issue.
3. A user downloads the scheme structure or associated settings from ProView™.
4. A user changes the ProView™ firmware version running on the control/relay.
5. The control/relay is powered up for the first time after being programmed prior to 2020.

Effect:
This non-standard state ref. Fig. 1 has been found to affect behavior of some user interface elements, as well as the frequency protection of the control. Overcurrent, under/over voltage, Hot Line Tag, and loop scheme protection will still function as previously programmed. Note that protection settings will not be active while the control is rebooting, consistent with standard behavior. Symptoms of the non-standard state include:

Fig. 1 In the standard control indications ALL LEDs will illuminate. The above represents the “non-standard” state when depressing Lamp Test button.

1. The control/relay will reboot when Clock or Sequence of Events (SOE) are accessed at the front panel.
2. The lamp test is not functional.
3. Metering values displayed on the front panel LCD will always be 0.
4. The recloser status and Hot Line tag Status LEDs are not functional.
5. User is unable to connect to the control/relay from a SCADA master station.
6. User is unable to connect to the device using the ProView™ application software.
7. The control/relay will reboot approximately every 20 minutes.

**Required Action:**
If a control/relay has not yet entered the non-standard state as a result of one of the actions listed above, the non-standard state can be prevented by manually (locally or remotely) setting the date and time of the control/relay to the current date and time, even if the clock is already displaying the correct date and time. Once the date and time have been written to the control/relay, the subject control/relay will not enter the non-standard state as a result of the above listed actions. The date and time may be programmed on controls using any of the following methods:

1. Using a digital SCADA protocol that supports the writing of date and time, such as DNP3. (Controls that have received at least one-time synchronization command from a connected SCADA master since midnight on January 1, 2020 should be effectively mitigated.)
2. Setting the clock through the local HMI menu structure to the current date and time, user cannot be in "View Only" mode.
3. Using the ProView™ application software to synchronize the control/relay clock to a computer's current date and time. User should be in "Modify Access" mode.

If a control/relay has already been power-cycled and entered the non-standard state, it may be recovered using the following steps. It is advised the unit is removed from service prior to the following steps being taken. Refer to the appropriate service information instructions prior to interacting with the device.

1. Put the control/relay into “Firmware-Only” mode by holding the Menu key while power-cycling the control/relay. Continue to hold the menu key for five seconds after reapplying AC power. In “Firmware-Only” mode, the device’s protection settings will not be active.
2. Connect to the control/relay with the ProView™ application software through the front panel RS232 port.
3. Synchronize the device time to PC time using the ProView™ software. (See the Form 6 Programming Manual MN280093EN if further information on this step is needed.)
4. Power-cycle the control.
5. Connect to the control with the scheme and version of ProView on the device. Clear the SOE by selecting Display > Sequence of Events > Reset SOE. This will prevent future nuisance reboots when viewing the SOE through the front panel.

By completing the above steps (and not downloading a new scheme or firmware to the device in the process), the prior programmed settings and scheme will remain on the device without being overwritten. This prevents the need to reprogram or save the protection settings on the device subsequent to the issue occurring.

Should you need further assistance, please contact your Eaton sales representative. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.
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